is converted in a machine-readable Shape Expression (ShEx) (Anonymous 2019 , Waagmeester et al. 2017 . Shape Expressions schema language can be consumed and produced by humans and machines and is useful in model development, legacy review or as formal documentation.
Once a semantic data model (as Shape Expression) is found, i.e. community consensus is reached, a bot is developed to convert the knowledge from the primary source, into the Wikidata model. While Wikidata is linked data (part of the semantic web), many life science resources are not. On the contrary, many distinct file formats or API output formats are used to present life-science knowledge. To convert between these different formats, bots need to be developed that are able to parse the different resources and serialize into wikidata. We have developed a software library in the Python programming language, which we use to build these bots. Once created, these bots run regularly to keep Wikidata up-to-date with knowledge on genes, proteins, diseases and drugs.
Having scientific knowledge represented in Wikidata comes with benefits. First, having research data on Wikidata increases its sustainability. When research projects end, their findings now remain on an independently funded infrastructure. Having someone else dealing with an infrastructure for a data commons also relieves the research community of having to do it themselves, leading to more time to focus on doing research As a generic public data commons, Wikidata allows public scrutiny and rapid integration with other domains. Inconsistencies or disagreement between resources become more visible, due to the unified data models and interfaces.
The latter we leverage as a feature in our bots. One of our core resources is, for example, the Disease Ontology (Schriml et al. 2018 ). This ontology on human diseases is continuously updated by its curation team. 2 times per month, updates are then synchronised with Wikidata. If inconsistencies and disagreement with other resources surface, they are logged and shared with the curation team of the Disease Ontology. Hence, we have created a bi-directional update cycle, improving both the Disease Ontology and Wikidata.
Although our bots focus on molecular biology, our approaches are generic in onset that we are confident a similar approach can work in biodiversity informatics.
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